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During the dissolution of porous rock, positive feedback between
fluid transport and mineral dissolution leads to the spontaneous for-
mation of pronounced wormhole-like channels. In a recent paper,
Cohen et al. (2008) analyzedwormhole growth in a dissolving porous
rock, using a Darcy-scale numerical model developed by Golfier et al.
(2002). In particular, they analyzed the competition between worm-
holes, which hinders the growth of shorter channels and leads to the
emergence of a hierarchical structure, with many short wormholes,
and only a few long ones. By analyzing the distribution of worm-
hole lengths (reproduced in Fig. 1) they found evidence for the exis-
tence of a characteristic length d ≈ 5 cm, at which a change in slope
occurs. They concluded that the wormhole competition process is
not completely scale invariant. The length scale d was interpreted
as marking a transition to a regime where the interplay of diffusion
and convection of reactant within a wormhole plays a decisive role
in its growth.

The conclusions of Cohen et al. (2008) were based on a piecewise
linear fit of the data (Fig. 1), plotting the number of wormholes, N(L),
longer than a given length L. Here, we would like to suggest another
way of interpreting the above data. In a recent paper (Szymczak and
Ladd, 2006) we analyzed a closely related problem of channel growth
and competition in a dissolving rock fracture, using both a pore-
scale numerical model (Szymczak and Ladd, 2004) and a simpler,
resistor network model. Both models gave rise to a scale-invariant
distribution of wormhole lengths of the form

N(L) = AL−�. (1)

The above distribution was observed in the whole range of worm-
hole lengths, with no indication of a characteristic lengthscale. In
fact, such scale-invariant distributions are a characteristic feature of
a large number of competitive growth processes (Krug, 1997); for
example, viscous fingering (Roy et al., 1999), dendritic side-branch
growth in crystallization (Couder et al., 2005) and crack propagation
in brittle solids (Huang et al., 1997).

Interestingly, if the data of Cohen et al. (2008) is plotted on a
log–log scale, a clear linear trend is observed over the whole range
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of wormhole lengths, as seen in Fig. 2. The fit to Eq. (1) gives a slope
that corresponds to a power � ≈ 0.91. This is somewhat different
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Fig. 1. The number of wormholes N(L) longer than L in a two-dimensional porous
medium for an injection velocity of 10−3 ms−1. The data is taken from Figs. 2 and 3
of Cohen et al. (2008).
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Fig. 2. The same data as in Fig. 1 plotted on a log–log scale with a fit to a scaling
law N(L) ∼ L−� .
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from the value reported in Szymczak and Ladd (2006) for wormhole
growth in fracture dissolution (� ≈ 1.2), which may reflect physi-
cal differences between the two processes as well as the different
boundary conditions used in the simulations (constant pressure drop
vs. constant flow rate).

If the data is interpreted in the manner we suggest, no charac-
teristic length scale emerges and the scaling is fully self-affine. We
believe that this interpretation of the wormhole length distribution
provides an interesting and simpler alternative to the linear fits used
by Cohen et al. (2008).
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